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The Mandate to Rule: An Introduction*
R E I N H A R D B E N D I X,

Universityof California, Berkeley

ABSTRACT
This article presents two themes, the authority of kings and the mandate of the people.
Monarchicalauthorityis viewed at the confluence between consecration, contentionsamong
the governingclasses, and the impactof foreign powers. The popularmandateis examined in
termsof the diminutionof royal power, the demonstrationeffects of other countries, and the
intellectual mobilization that leads to a reorganizationof authority.The study will examine
England, France, Germany, Russia, and Japan from the early formation of kingship to the
Bolshevik conception of a popularmandatein the 1930s. The article explores the pedagogic,
methodological, and theoreticalorientationof this kind of comparativestudy.
In the distant past kings and aristocrats justified their authority by appeals to the will
of deities. More recently, elected and appointed officials have justified their authority
by appeals to the mandate of the people. Government has always been most stable
where rulers and ruled believed that accepted standards are observed, that the
government is legitimate.
This paper distills a forthcoming study of authority-the authority of kings,
and of aristocratic governance in Japan, Russia, Germany, and England. It also
treats the transformation of authority in England, France, Germany, Japan, and
Russia, as the rule of kings was replaced by rule in the name of the people. A
conclusion deals more briefly with the problems of state-building in the twentieth
century.

THE MAIN THEME
Where wars and feuds are common, rulers can provide protection and thus benefit
those who are ruled. If a deity or spirit is believed to sanctify rule, the rights of the
few cannot be questioned lest sacrilege jeopardize the welfare of all. So, throughout
history, the rule of the few has appeared to the many as if it were a force of nature:
to be enjoyed when it was benign and endured when it was not.
There had always been some who questioned such attitudes. But a time
came (historians call it the "early modern period") when many people began to
question the good fortune of the few. In The Social Contract, Rousseau wrote that
"the strongest are still never sufficiently strong to ensure them continual mastership,
unless they find means of transforming force into right, and obedience into duty"
(8-9). In France during the eighteenth century, men found it more and more
difficult to distinguish authority from oppression, or right from might. Traditional
religious appeals began to lose their force, while secular appeals on behalf of the
*This article was designed as an introductionto a forthcomingbook.
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status quo were of little avail. Rousseau argued that obedience was due only to
authority exercised by virtue of right, and that acts of force were illegitimate.
Throughouthistory, the weak had appealed to the deities or other supramundane
powers to bear witness to their suffering. On occasion they had challenged the
strong to live up to their own pronouncements. Now that authority had to be
sanctioned from below, the weak could try to transformobedience into a claim
which entitled them to some benefit.
The relation between the few who rule and the many who obey is not a
contractwhich can be stated explicitly. It is rathera tacit exchange of conflicting
claims and expectationsin which both sides seek to strengthentheir case by appeals
to a transcendent sanction, whether sacred or secular. I believe this exchange
between rulersand ruled is a universalfeatureof society.
For millenia it was taken for grantedthat rulers would rest their claims on
divine sanction, and that such other groundsof rule as traditionor law also required
and received their warrantfrom on high. But since the Reformation,the persuasiveness of this appeal has weakened. And since the FrenchRevolution, the rightto rule
has come to depend increasingly on a mandateof the people. This change is one
basis for distinguishing medieval from modern history, and hence, in the present
study, for dealing separatelywith traditionaland early modern societies. '
This division may be put in other terms as well. Before the early modern
period, rulers assumed that the general populationwould be quiescent. In Europe,
kings, aristocrats,and magnatesof the churchmade claims againsteach other quite
secluded from popularparticipation.Rulers even manipulatedappeals to the transcendent powers without fear of seriously undermining their exclusive hold on
authority.This seclusion of the political arena has disappeared.During the whole
modernperiod all governancehas become secularized.The few who ruled lost their
exclusive hold on wealth, status, and authority.And ever since the French Revolution, political transactionshave had public exposure, indeed increasinglyso as the
suffrage was extended. In modern society, unless measures are taken to prevent it,
rulersand ruled alike mustjustify theirclaims in the public arena, and hence with an
eye to the public reactionsthat are likely to follow. Voxpopuli, vox dei.
PRE-CONDITIONS
Studies of Japan, Russia, Germany, and England reveal three facts about royal
authority.(1) Religious sanction of authoritywas universalin premodernsocieties.
Since such sanction was based on the prevailingreligious beliefs and institutions,it
strengthenedthe hold of royal authorityon the population. But consecration also
entailed political liabilities in the relations between the king and the priesthood(or
other sacerdotalfunctionaries). (2) The exercise of secular authoritydepended on
the ruling house and the shifting balance of power among the members and most
importantretainersof that house. In theory, the territorialpossessions of the ruling
house (or of the Regent or Deputy who controlledthe ruler)were the main source of
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revenue, and of favors in peace and war. In practice, the territoriesof the rulerwere
scatteredand the realm as a whole was governed throughvariousforms of delegated
authority.Polities were markedby recurrentcontentions over the centralizationor
decentralizationof authorityin which rulers appealed to personal loyalty or consecratedobligations in order to buttresstheir position. (3) These contentions were
affected quite directly by intrusionsfrom abroad. That is, the internal balance of
forces was affected by alliances with outside powers, a condition greatly aggravated
in early times by the absence of stable, clearly defined frontiers.
All three factors-the religious sanction of royal authority, the internal
contentionsover the distributionof authority,and the intrusionof outside powershelped to shape premodern governance. The point of paying attention to royal
authorityin the relatively distant past is to discover the early differentiationof
political institutions.By then tracingeach country's aristocraticcultureforwardinto
the early modernperiod, we can see thatthis early formationof political institutions
had a bearingon the emergence of governmentby consent.
The Westernidea of authorityin the name of the people owes something to
classical Greek and Roman conceptions of citizenship in the community. At one
time the Greek city-state and the Roman Republic practiceda type of governancein
which all male heads of households actively participated in political decisionmaking for the entire community. This fact has appealed strongly to the Western
imagination.Despite its known association with oligarchic rule, slavery, and conquest and despite the many centuriesduringwhich it had lost political significance,
the classic idea of citizenshiphelped to inspirethe leadersof the Frenchrevolution.
The idea of a popular mandate also has roots in the role which consent
played in Germanic tribal conditions. These traditionsbecame known to Roman
observersafter 100 A.D. The tribes appearedto be governed by chieftainswho ruled
with the aid of a council of elders. Such chieftainssucceeded each otheron the basis
of hereditaryclaims, provided that their accession to the throne was confirmed
throughan act of acclamationby the leading warriorsof the tribe. During the fourth
and fifth centuries A.D. these practices affected the Roman empire directly as
successive emperors were elevated to the Imperial throne by the acclamation of
frontier-armieslargely composed of Germanic warriors. And as the settlement of
Germanictribes in the Westernparts of the Roman empire became stabilized, the
relationbetween the chieftain and his warriorswas transformedinto the contractual
obligations between lord and vassal. Hence, the idea of contractuallyconfirmed
consent between -rulersand ruled has very early antecedents.
The popular mandate also owes something to the Christianbelief that all
men are equal before God, an idea which makes rulers and ruled part of one
community. As baptized members of the church, all have access to the sacraments
and all are subject to Divine law. These egalitarianimplications were evident in the
early Christiancommutities, but they seemed to decline in importanceduring the
long supremacy of the Catholic church. The Pope and through him the whole
hierarchy of the priesthood stood in the direct line of apostolic succession; the
churchalone was the consecratedvessel of Divine grace. But with the coming of the
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Reformationthe beliefs of early Christianityrevived, and emphasisshifted from the
hierarchicconception of the church to one centering on the Bible as the repository
of the Divine word. With this shift emerged the Protestant idea that through
Scriptureand an active faith every believer stands in a direct relation to his God.
Eventually,some Protestantdenominationscame to define the Christiancommunity
again as a "brotherhoodof all believers" in which responsibilityfor the spiritual
welfare of all was sharedby all baptizedmembersof the congregation.
Some of these legacies are needed to explain what is distinctive about a
popular mandate in England, France, and Germany;related or entirely different
legacies have a bearing on the more autocratic variants of a public mandate in
Russia and Japan. Authorityin the name of the many came to the fore in the English
and French Revolutions of the seventeenthand eighteenth centuries, the beginning
of the modern period. The idea of a popular mandate has had its greatest impact
since that time. Participationin public affairs at the national level has widened: in
one country after another the earlier dichotomy between rulers and ruled has
become blurred.Class, status, and partyratherthannoble birthand inheritedwealth
have become determinantsof the distributionof power. At the same time, nationstates with clearly defined and relatively stable frontiershave emerged.
THE GREATTRANSFORMATION
The change from royal authority to the mandate of the people must be seen in
context. Before 1500 (this date is a convenient demarcation), authority and inequality were linked; men of wealth and noble birth were also in charge of
exercising the functions of government. The vast bulk of the population was
politically irrelevant;the people providedservices and if they rebelled they were put
in theirplace. After 1500, the rigid bond between authorityand inequalityloosened.
Trade, the commercialization of land, labor and capital, the secularization of
learningand the increaseof a secular governmentservice: all in their differentways
allowed commonersto make inroadson the bastions of privilege. Those entitled to
take an active interest in affairs of state slowly grew in number.People of noble
birthand those who became personalfavorites of the rulerhad had a monopoly over
political matters;only the churchchallengedthatmonopoly. But once the oligarchic
monopoly was definitelybroken, it became more difficult to justify similarmonopolies on other grounds, such as wealth alone. If such qualitativechanges could be
dated, then early modern history began when people began to question these
political monopolies.
The invention of printing, the age of discovery and of Europeanexpansion
overseas, the growth of Humanism, the Reformation,and the early developmentof
modern science-all these occurred in the decades around 1500. This was also a
period of population growth, urbanization,and economic development. The secularization of learning speeded the diffusion of ideas, because the number of
educatedpeople increased, as did the numberof those whose livelihood depended
on teaching, writing, or some other intellectualvocation.
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The sixteenth century was also an age of incipient nationalism. In one
countryafter another,intellectualelites formulatedideas in self-conscious response
to what they learned from abroad. The belief in the ideal of a popular mandate
spreadduring and after the seventeenth century. And as some countries instituted
authorityin the name of the people, they provided models which were imitated,
transformed,or rejectedby the late-comersto the process of nation-building.
A VIEWOF SOCIALSTRUCTURE
My study advances four interrelated theses. Social structures have very long
histories of differentiationdue in large part to the divergence of religious beliefs
sanctioning authority and the internal and external struggles for power, as that
authoritywas consolidatedand expanded. By analyzing that differentiationone can
show that "traditional" societies were neither unified nor integrated. Second, the
breakthroughto popular sovereignty and industrializationin England and France
occurredin social and political contexts that had been developing for centuries. By
coming to that breakthroughlater on, other countriesgave special impetus to stateaction and intellectual mobilization through which they hoped to catch up with a
pioneeringcountry.I want to show that the context and content of state-actionand
intellectualmobilizationvaries from one countryto another.Third, many new states
have been established in the twentieth century. They also look for analogues and
precedentsin other countriesto help them with theirproblems. But today they have
more models to choose from than was the case formerly. And often (though not
always) they face the special difficulty that their own history ill preparesthem for
profiting from the example of countries which have had the experience of statebuilding for centuries.
Finally, there are methodological and substantivereasons for the comparativist to look at social structuresfrom the standpointof those who exercise authority.
Theirideas and actions arethe best documentedpartof the humanrecord. Sympathy
with the weak cannot change this fact. We require a plethora of data in order to
compare societies over long spans of time. Also, when one studies the rulers of a
society closely, one sees the disunity and the dilemmas they face as they advance
their claims to legitimacy. Looked at that way, even the apex of the social structure
appearsmuch less monolithic or impregnablethan it does otherwise. Such disunity
and dilemmas bring out the constraintsto which even the strong must submit.
THEPURPOSESOF COMPARISON
The main use of comparativeanalysis should be to sharpenour understandingof the
contexts in which more detailed causal analysis can proceed. Attemptsto assimilate
such analysis to the methodological requirements of causal inference tend to
founder because the numberof cases is too small and the numberof variables too
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large. On the other hand, causal inference in the social sciences can gain from a
knowledge of contexts. Otherwise, such inference may pretend to a level of
generalityto which it is not entitled.
By means of comparativeanalysis I want to preserve a sense of historical
particularityas far as I can, while still comparingdifferent countries. Ratherthan
aip at broadergeneralizationsand lose that sense, I ask the same or at least similar
questions of divergentmaterialsand so leave room for divergentanswers. I want to
make more transparentthe divergence among structuresof authorityand among the
ways in which societies have respondedto the challenges implicit in the civilizational
accomplishmentsof other countries.
TYPESOF EVIDENCE
This study draws for much of its evidence on social and political history broadly
conceived. In this respect it differs from disciplines like economics, sociology, and
psychology which frequently examine the manifest record of past and present
behavior for what lies behind it. Such inquiry into underlyingstructureshas been a
dominanttheme in recent intellectual history. Marxists and Freudiansare at one in
their attemptto discern the underlyingcause of manifest discontents, even if they
differ in what they purportto find. Some anthropologistsand psychologists have
turnedtheir attentionfrom behavioralstudies to the analysis of myths in searching
for the underlying constants of the human condition. And some sociologists and
political scientists engage in a searchfor universalswhen they analyze the functional
prerequisitesof all social and political structures.
Such a search for structural forces can yield insights into motivation,
ideological assumptions,and hidden interrelations.I am indebtedto this intellectual
tendency,even though I criticize its neglect of what is more apparentand accessible.
With so many scholarsengaged in searchingfor underlyingstructures,there is room
for an inquiry which focuses attention on structures that can be derived from
conventional data. Every new generation is heir to a legacy of institutions and
traditions,whateverit may do to modify that legacy or add to it. The roots of these
historically developed structures, of the culture and political institutions of any
present-daysociety, reach far back into the past. In studying these roots I strive to
free our understandingof the stereotypedcontrastbetween traditionand modernity.
There are other reasons for my choice of data as well. Pedagogically,
modernuniversityteachersand studentsface a dilemma. In any scholarlydiscipline,
the advance of knowledge depends on specialization. Hence, over the years, there
has been a drift towardsconfining overall presentationsto introductorycourses, and
towardsputtingincreasingemphasis on teaching and researchin specialized topics.
The burdenof relatingthe differentspecialties often devolves on the studentand the
popularizer.They have few models to follow, and face the risks of skimming over
many areas without assistance. I think scholars must face those risks as well, for
otherwise they ask their students to undertake syntheses they are unwilling to
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attempt themselves. Yet the aim of scholarship should also be to improve our
understandingof the social world in which we live. And that cannot be done
withoutcomprehensiveand comparativeappraisals.
In the present case it may be asked: Why go back so far? Will this help
studentsto a betterunderstandingof their world? Historical awarenessin American
culture seems curiously suspended between the two beliefs that "history is bunk"
and that "he who ignores the past is bound to repeat it." Pragmatistsand many
social scientists among them, incline towards the first. The many cultivators of
America's past and most historiansincline towards the second. Even before World
WarII all of us have lived in a world greatly affected by the United States as an
internationalpower. Time and again we have experienced the encounter between
our countryand societies markedby older civilizations. In such encounterswe may
graduallybe betterable to cope psychologically, and possibly even politically, if our
education preparedus to consider other countries and cultures from a more-comprehensivestandpointthan the knife-edge of the present.
Such an understandingis not facilitated by the ratherlopsided view of the
evidence which the social sciences have tended to encourage. Quite rightly, they
have insisted on reliabilityof observationand on improvingmethodsof verification.
But achievementsin these respects have been obtainedat the price of restrictingthe
time-horizonthat can be considered. It is common knowledge that statisticalrecords
are most abundantin the industrializedcountries of the world and even there only
for the last century, roughly speaking. To be sure, efforts are under way to extend
the aggregation of statistical data into the past where this seems possible and
rewarding. But even if such efforts are successful, they would encompass only a
small fraction of the historical record. The task would still remain to apply the
insights developed in contemporarysocial science to the vast body of evidence
which eludes rigorousanalysis for want of quantifiabledata. By extending our timehorizon, we should be able to learn more about authorityand modernizationthan
would be possible if our inquiry remained confined to data of our time or of the
recent past.
LIMITATIONS
Today,England, France, Germany,Japan,and Russia areamong the most industrialized countries of the world. But historically, these countries also represent successive turning-pointsfrom the medieval to the modern world. The revolutions of
seventeenth-centuryEngland, the FrenchRevolution, the English industrialrevolution, the reform movements in Germany and Japan during the nineteenthcentury,
and the Bolshevik Revolution of the twentieth century provide a scenario of the
"modern revolution," having a cumulative effect on each other and on the rest of
the world.
But several omissions deserve comment. Small countriessuch as Switzerland
and the Netherlandshave achieved stable authority structuresthrough federation
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and the delegation of authorityrather than through royalty and conquest. Where
state-buildingby conquest is not a realistic possibility, small countries depend for
their autonomy on a continuing balance of forces among the great powers. That
situationposes separateanalytic problems with which I do not deal. Also, modern
nation-states(like the Americas, Australia, or New Zealand) which have emerged
more recently from Europeansettlements overseas present problems of their own.
Because the institutions of the state were available at the time of settlement,
fragmentsof established institutionscould be taken over from their land of origin
and adapted at will. The migrant settlers also vastly outnumbered the native
population.
Perhapsthe most serious limitation of my study is that it excludes societies
in which state-buildingmust occur underconditions of the twentiethcentury.These
"new states" pose completely differentanalytic problems. Some countriesof Asia
and Africa have had state institutionsin the past, but today must rebuild them on
new foundations. Other countries have emerged from centuries of cultural crosscurrentsand a recent period of colonial subjection:they are now trying to build a
statein the twentiethcentury,afterall the majorpowers of the worldhave established
theirpolities. Whatdoes it mean to be a Turkishcitizen in a countrywhich has taken
its language from CentralAsia, its religion from the Arabs, its educationalsystem
from France, its taste of clothing from Italy, and its governmentfrom a variety of
Europeanand American sources?Or what does it mean to be a Nigeriancitizen in a
countryof many triballanguages, in which indigenousreligion has been combined
with Christianityand Islam, where the judicial and governmentalsystem derives
from indigenous sources, from Koraniclaw and much laterfrom the Britishcolonial
rulers, which has experienced Portuguese and British explorers and slave traders,
and which has won independenceafter WorldWarII? In these "new states," the
divisions based on primordialallegiances are accentuatedby the extension of the
franchise, and just at a time when unity is needed to achieve political stability
(Fallers;Geertz; Goody). In this respect, the new states differ from the old ones.
For in the latter, centuries of effort at political integration under monarchical
authorityhad passed before rule in the name of the people broughtout the divisive
tendencies which remained.
THEORETICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
My approach to social history differs from mere reportage and from the more
theoreticalapproachesto comparativestudies. To compare, for example, kingship
in Westernand Chinese civilization, or intellectualmobilizationin sixteenth-century
England and eighteenth-centuryGermany,one must ask questions of the material.
These questions must be broad enough for comparison to be possible, and such
questionsrest on concepts absentfrom mere reportage.But the concepts suitablefor
comparisons which preserve a sense of historical particularityare also less comprehensive than the more abstractand systematic concepts of social theory. For
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purposesof the comparisonshere envisaged, it is no solution to make the concepts
either more precise or more comprehensive. In the one case, concepts become
inapplicableto a numberof diverse cases in proportionas they become more strictly
applicable to any one of them. In the other, concepts become inapplicable to any
specific case, as they become applicableto all cases. This is the case for ideal types.
Logically, all concepts begin with universals. But once these are stated, it becomes
necessary to provide links between such universals and the case materials to be
studied. Here are some relevant applicationsof the precepts germaneto my study.
Authority and inequality are basic dimensions of all social structures. If
governed at all, societies are governed by the few. Where authority is present,
inequalitywill occur as well.
The few can reach an understandingamong themselves more quickly than
the many:the presence of authoritythus eases the cooperativeachievementof tasks,
especially where many people are involved and the situationis complex. Moreover,
the few can exploit the understandingsthey reach among themselves in the interest
of decision-makingand the protectionof their own advantages.
Authority differs from power by its dependence on the belief that it is
legitimate. For authority to be effective for any length of time, beliefs in its
legitimacy must be sharedby the few and the many. The desire of those in authority
to be consideredlegitimate is nearly universal. As Max Weberpointed out, the few
want to know that they have a right to their good fortuneand that they deserve it in
comparison with others (271). I would add that their position will be the more
secure, the more strongly the many are swayed by awe and the conviction that
subordinationwill yield them a returnin protectionand prosperity.
It may be objected that power alone matters, that concern with legitimation
and the mandateto rule merely assuage the conscience of the powerful. I think this
view mistaken. Power needs legitimation the way a modern bank needs the confidence of its depositors. Rulers are always few in numberand could never obtain
compliance if each command had to be backed up by a force sufficient to compel
compliance. Likewise, banks rely on the confidence of their depositors which
allows them to retain only a small fraction of total deposits as liquid assets while
investing the rest. All is well as long as depositors believe that the bank will cash
their checks on demand, and as long as citizens believe that the governmenthas the
ability to deliver on its promises and sufficient force to back up its commands.
A run on the bank is like a massive challenge of state-authority,for both may
demonstratethat the bank's and the state's resourcesare not sufficient to withstand
such a loss of confidence. Legitimation achieves what power alone cannot, for it
establishesthatbelief in the rightnessof rule which precludesmassive challenges as
long as it endures.
Thus, the emphasis is on legitimate rule or authority,not on power. Yet,
power or the actual domination over a subject population is not confined to
legitimate rule. In practice, authority and power converge or diverge in rather
intricate ways. One can distinguish broadly between societies under consecrated
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rule, in which authorityand power tend to converge, and those underpopularrule in
which they tend to diverge.
In traditionalsocieties rule was consecratedand was thereforelegitimate. In
an importantsense the institutionof monarchysurvivedfor as long as it did despite
succession struggles and the many other vicissitudes of royal fortunes because
claimants and counterclaimantsto the throne, each with his entourageof powerful
magnates, all accepted the sanctity of kingship. This mutualacceptanceof kingship
was quite compatible with power struggles among the few, both for central power
and over its decentralization. The foremost reason for this compatibility was
probablythat the political arena was confined to the few and that the mass of the
populationtended to acquiesce.
Prior to the modern era, the major societies of Europe and Asia had some
features in common. More than eighty percent of the people lived on the land.2
Populationgrowth was slow, frequentlychecked by wars and epidemics. The bulk
of the populationlived close to the subsistencelevel. Nevertheless, the slow growth
of numbers, some advances in technology, and massive exploitation of the people
produced a surplus sufficient to sustain large political units, the development of
some urban centers with specialized crafts, and a considerable military establishment (Lenski, 194-210). More importantfor our purposes, these societies were
marked by a concentrationof wealth, status, and authority in the hands of the
governingclass, which made up between one and two percentof the population,but
appropriatednot less than one-half of the society's total income.3 Under these
conditions, kingship representedthe summit of the social and political hierarchy,
symbolically if not also actually. And the ruling few were held together by their
acceptanceof that hierarchyunder the king, even as they fought one anotherfor a
greatershareof wealth, or of the less tangible satisfactionsof statusand precedence.
This structureof authoritywas reenforced by religious consecration and a
world view which made inequality appeara part of the eternal order of things. To
us, widespreadinequality may suggest unremittingcoercion and continuous, latent
rebellion. But in many societies and for many centuries, the vast mass of people
acquiesced in the established orderas partof their inevitable fate. They acquiesced
out of religious awe and a desire for peace and security. And security, however
oppressive, was to be found in the statusto which each individualwas firmlybound
by his patriarchicallygoverned household and community.4
These are some of the reasons why traditional societies seemed rather
similarto men who looked at them from the vantagepoint of Europesince the latter
partof the eighteenthcentury.A certain stereotypeof the "traditionalsociety" has
dominatedsocial thought to this day. But the fact is that premodernsocieties were
differentiatedfrom one another at an early time and that one cannot explain the
persisting differences among them unless one understandstheir traditions which
arose from that early differentiation.
In societies underpopularrule, authorityand power tend to diverge. Something must be said concerningthis condition, althoughmy principalconcern is with
the emergenceratherthan the functioningof modem societies. When the people are
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sovereign and representativesrule in their name, all adults ("the many") are
engaged in principle in defining the political will, though the few still have easy
access to the decision-makingprocess. But the political arenais not confined to the
few; political debate is public, and political disagreements proliferate in rough
proportionto the numberand diversity of the participants.
Under these conditions, far more people have power than have authority.
Where popular sovereignty prevails, every adult is entitled to participatein the
political process; everyone has power in that sense, even though authority is
exercised only by elected or appointedofficials. For that reason officials are only at
a small remove from ordinarycitizens at the symbolic level, even if the authorityof
their office is very great and generally acknowledged. Moreover,authorityitself is
limited, because under democraticconstitutionsthe highest elected officials derive
their right to rule from the people and for a stated period.
Accordingly, authority and power diverge actually and symbolically. In
practice, those in authority and the few who have easy access to them exercise
enormouspower in a modern state, certainly in excess of their formal entitlement
which remains vague and perhapsmust remain so. But in theory, their authorityis
limited and temporary,while the people alone possess a plenitude of both authority
and power.
CONCEPTSOF MODERNIZATION
How, then, do these general considerationsapply to the process of modernization?
It is easiest to define modernizationin terms of the breakdownof the ideal-typical
traditionalorder. Authority loses its earlier sanctity, monarchy declines, and the
hierarchicsocial orderis disruptedin theory and practice. Secular authority,rule in
the name of the people, and an equalitariansocial order are typical attributesof a
modern society. There have been a numberof efforts to interpretmodernizationin
its several aspects.
The changes which came to a head during the eighteenth century were a
transformationof human society perhaps comparable in magnitude to the change
from nomadic td agriculturallife some ten thousand years earlier. The contemporaries who reflected on this change were among the first to articulatethe contrast
between traditionand modernity.To the theorists of the day, the division of labor
appearedas a key factor in this moderntransformation.In his Essay on the History
of Civil Society, AdamFergusonattributedthe progressof a people to the subdivision
of tasks; his discussion formulates a way of looking at modern society which has
become commonplace. The division of labor increases the productivity of those
who specialize, and so the wealth of their country. Hence, private ends, lack of
conscious concern for public welfare and public benefits all go together.Ferguson
adheredto the older conventionalwisdom when he portrayedsociety as divided into
a leisured, ruling minorityand the bulk of the working population. Membersof the
higher class are bound to no task and are free to follow their mental and emotional
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disposition. On the other hand, those who eke out a mere subsistence are degraded
by the "objects they pursue, and by the means they employ to attain" those objects.
But productionis also increasedas a resultof such degradation.In Ferguson's view,
the economic ends of society are best promotedby mechanical arts requiringlittle
capacity and thriving best "under a total suppression of sentiment and reason"
(208-9, 305, and passim). In this, Fergusonpointedto the problemsof an emerging
industrialsociety, but complacentlyenough in view of his conventionalacceptance
of social inequality.
KarlMarxused the insights of Ferguson's work, but wantedanalysis to be a
guidefor action. He believed he had discoveredthe "laws of capitalistdevelopment"
and that knowledge of these laws would help reorganize society to better meet
humanneeds. Marx also believed that the time was ripe for such a radicalreorganization. Capitalismwould spreadeverywhereand createthe preconditionsof its own
overthrow.
Max Weberwantedto help preservewhat men valued in the Westerncultural
tradition.This was one reason why he looked to the religious and ethical beliefs
bound up with the early capitalist mode of production. His discovery that purely
materialisticstriving also had spiritualroots made him skeptical of interpretations
which emphasized the division of labor alone. But he was also convinced that the
imperativesof capitalist productionand bureaucraticorganizationwould suppress
the individualand obliteratemuch culturaldiversity.He thoughtthe prospectof the
futurebleak.
The whole developmentof popularrule and of capitalistproductionhas been
accompanied by theories of modernization like those of Ferguson, Marx, and
Weber,if only because these developments have created ever new confrontations
between monarchicand democraticauthorityand between non-industrialand industrial ways of life. In fact, modernizationis only the latest term for the contrastwith
traditionwhich other writers have put in terms of status and contract, aristocratic
and commercial nations, or community and society. Such earlier formulations
(including those of Ferguson, Marx, and Weber) were prompted by moral and
political concerns. More recently, however, theories of modernizationhave been
advanced in another spirit. They have focused on the necessary and sufficient
conditions of modernization.Once these prerequisitesof modernizationare given,
the change towarda modernsociety appearsinevitable. This rathercategorizingand
ahistorical approach has tended to replace both Marx's concern with historical
actorsand Weber'semphasis on historicalconfigurationsas mixed types, and on the
importanceof meaning. One can speculatethatthese latter-daytheories of modernization have been formulatedin the hope that a causal analysis based on the isolation
of dependentand independentvariables would facilitate the managementof social
change. 5

In my view, Marx was right to anticipate worldwide repercussions of
capitalism and to see a revolutionarypotential in its spread. But he was wrong in
confining this potential to the economic sphere and the mounting class struggle in
capitalist societies. I believe that the chances of revolution increase wherever the
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industrialway of life and ideas of popularsovereignty disrupta preexisting social
order,that is in the early phases of industrializationand democratization,however
protractedthese may be. Also, the term modernizationis applied best where nonindustrialways of life and hierarchicsocial ordersare threatenedby industrialways
and egalitariansocial norms.6
UNEVENDEVELOPMENT
There are other sources of change and differentiation than those rooted in the
division of labor. After all, agriculturalsocieties have comparativelylittle division
of labor and would, therefore, have little change and little internaldifferentiation.
This is factually wrong. We should not presupposethat the division of labor which
is a key to change in economically developing societies, is the key to change in all
societies.
Naturally,observers were impressed-and rightly so-by the part the diviof
labor
sion
played in the economic developmentof all WesternEuropeansocieties,
especially England. Since the modern industrialrevolution had begun in England,
other countries followed the English model when they began to develop their own
industry.But they wanted to follow the latest English development to which they
could gain access, not the English practices of the 1760s with which English
industrializationbegan. Countrieswere, therefore, less and less able (or willing) to
repeat each other's development. And where later efforts at industrializationwere
successful, the result was continuedpolitical and culturaldifferentiation.
In his study of Medieval Cities, Henri Pirenne showed how this "demonstrationeffect" had worked in the past. The merchant and craft guilds of a few
cities had used force to gain recognitionfor theirindependentjurisdictionfrom their
feudal overlords. Consequently,a good many other rulers took the hint and negotiated a settlementwith their own cities before they came to an armedconflict. But
these events occurredprior to the modern revolution of communications.With the
inventionof printingin the fifteenthcentury,ideas were morequicklycommunicated.
The growth of an educated public provided a gradually increasing audience for
writersand artists. This development coincided in turn with the growth of modern
science. We may call this simultaneousdevelopment of writers, artists, scientists,
and an educated public "intellectual mobilization" on an internationalscale. It
encouragedin each countrythe developmentof an elite, sensitive to the development
of ideas and ready to apply in their own country ideas developed elsewhere.
Increasingly,countriesbecame examples to each other,to be followed or resisted as
the case might be.
The period since 1500 is also the period of rising nationalism, another
byproduct of intellectual mobilization and another reason for the likelihood of
continued cultural differentiation. Nationalism increased as changes occurring in
pioneeringcountriesbecame objects of emulationor resistancein others. There is a
deep ambivalence in this process. What appearshighly desirable from the point of
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view of progress will often appear as a danger to national independence or selfrespect. Every idea taken over from elsewhere can be both an asset to the development of the country and a reminder of its comparative backwardness, both a
challenge to be emulated, and, whateverits utility, a threatto nationalidentity.
The modern world has made us familiar with this problem. Each country
must cope socially and politically with the disruptiveimpact of ideas and industrial
practicestaken over from abroad. Its ability or inability to do so is conditionedto a
considerableextent by the social and political structureit has inherited from the
past. The uniqueness of a civilization can tell us something about that country's
response to ideas and institutions that have developed in other economically and
politically influential countries. For the old societies that try to become "new
states" look back on centuriesof history, and this is the base from which they must
cope with the impactof the "advancedworld." Today,even economically developed
countries struggle with the unresolved legacies of that process although they have
achieved a functioningpolitical structure,i.e., the state. Accordingly, the achievement of "the state" is always provisional, and especially so in countries which
perhaps have been called "the new states" prematurely.For that designation
presupposes what is still at issue. Today, the former colonies that have become
independentsince World War II must try to reconcile political unity with diverse
group allegiances, as other countries have attempted to do since they achieved
independenceearly in the nineteenthcentury.The "new states" of yesterdayand of
today are weak because they are poor and institutionally fragile. And they are
especially weak because they must face at the same time a proliferationof demands
arising from the claims of existing groups, based on religious, ethnic, and many
other affinities. My comparativestudy deals only with the "developed" countries,
but it is arresting to reflect that their seemingly enduring institutions are yet a
precariousachievement.
NOTES
1. The terms tradition and modernity are troublesome, but difficult to avoid. As suggested in this
paragraph,there are importantdistinctionsbetween medieval and modernhistory,and the termstradition
and modernityevoke these distinctions. There are also many unwarrantedextrapolationsof these terms,
which this study is designed to put into properperspective. I have dispensed with the use of quotation
marksto suggest my reservations.For a critiqueof this terminology cf. ReinhardBendix (250-314).
2. On the basis of technological criteria GerhardLenski calls societies agrarianas distinguished from
horticulturaland huntingand gatheringsocieties. He notes, but does not treat, the distinctive aspects of
maritimesocieties (e.g., Venice, Carthage,Holland, etc.), perhapsbecause the latterdependedin good
parton the surplusproductsof agrariansocieties. Agrarian(andmaritime)societies are also distinguished
from the other types by possessing written histories, and this is the restrictedsense in which the term
"traditional"is used here.
3. This estimate of Lenski's is based on two studies, Englandin the seventeenthcenturyand Chinain the
nineteenthcentury (228). For eighteenth-centuryEngland, David Hume estimated that the crown alone
controlledmore than 30 percentof the nationalincome (III, 124).
4. Marx's statementconcerningpeasants in nineteenth-centuryFranceapplies here: "The small peasants
form a vast mass, the members of which live in similar conditions, but without entering into manifold
relations with one another, instead of bringing them into mutual intercourse. . . . Insofar as there is
merely a local interconnectionamong these small peasants, and the identity of their interestsbegets no
unity, no national union, and no political organization, they do not form a class" (109). For a good
statementof the Westerninterpretationof the social rank-hierarchyas partof a consecrated,cosmic order
see TheodoreSpencer.
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5. This is only one tendencyamong many. For a review of the entire literatureand a special emphasis on
its self-criticalfeaturessee Hans-Ukich Wehler.
6. For an analysis of modernizationthat does not result in modernity see my essay "Tradition and
Modernity Reconsidered." See also Wehler's essay for an analysis of the ideological assumptions
underlyingthe idea of a "completed modernity," for example in Americansociety.
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